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ABSTRACT

The thesis begins by critiquing landscape architecture and landscape urbanism discourse,
using an art historical framework to study how the traditional operative method is entrenched in
Modernist ideology. Proposing methodologies by which progressive landscape urbanist
frameworks might more effectively be deployed by designers in the urban realm, a series of
study sites are selected from China’s Pearl River Delta region. Moving from theoretical to
experiential study, landscape analysis explores juxtaposition between formal and informal space,
the physicality and scale of the Chinese megacity, and patterns of human spatial occupation in
the contemporary Chinese city. The work then responds to concerns of time and scale by
fabricating machines, armatures, and processes for making urban space that elude spatially fixed
approaches to conceiving landscape form. The design work explores a multiplicity of Making
processes, fundamentally through parametric design algorithms and digital fabrication but
augmented by analog fabrication and representation processes. Through the physicality of each
gesture, the work critically examines how the human figure postures itself in relation to
landscape and recontextualizes the perceived permanence of architectural intervention.
Contextualized in a history of drawing boards and drafting technologies, the thesis generates new
problems, solutions, and experiences with the medium of landscape.
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE and the MODERNIST PROJECT
The growth and professionalization of landscape architecture across the twentieth century
is inextricably linked to the capitalist and imperialist logics which supported the proliferation of
American Modernism. Though the professionalization of landscape architecture officially
occurred with the first convening of the American Society of Landscape Architects in 1899, the
profession failed to establish a clear sense of public identity on par with sister professions of
architecture and planning (Baird and Szczgiel 2007). It was not until the post-war decades that
the discipline would begin to witness widespread public exposure and a related revolution in
regards to design caliber and aesthetic (Baird and Szczgiel 2007).
This definition of Modernism, here levied against the professionalization of landscape
architecture, regards the greater Modernist movement within art and design disciplines, from
painting and sculpture to architecture and landscape architecture. This essay therefore does not
discuss the Modernist revolution within landscape architecture of the 1930s, which regards a
particular style and aesthetic. While Modernism in art and design has encompassed such themes
as machine aesthetic, the cult of formal innovation, and rhetoric of aesthetic purity (Hopkins
2000), the definition of Modernism levied against the professionalization of landscape
architecture can be distilled to a two-part definition founded upon, firstly, narratives of
perfectability and, secondly, self-referential practice. Regarding the former, Modernist narratives
of progress are used to legitimize ambitions towards singular or total ends, as opposed to a more
comprehensive acceptance of a plurality of social narratives and understanding of the social or
institutional frameworks they represent (Hopkins 2000). The second piece of this definition,
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regarding self-referential practice, examines the notion of “[discipline] for [discipline]’s sake.”
Whether it regard the painting or the building or the garden, the operative methods of a Modern
discipline are used to criticize and advance the discipline itself, and thus “the practice becomes
increasingly self-referential” (Hopkins 2000).
Today, landscape architecture remains a fundamentally modernist discipline, whose
tendrils grasp into the post-modernist operative method but whose scope struggles to outgrow an
insular, tightly-defined corner of the contemporary design disciplines. From Olmsted to Olin to
Van Valkenburgh, Modernist narratives not only inform design sensibility but guide scope of
work and approach to public process.

Narratives of Progress
By virtue of the fact that any Modernist idea, image, or object fits into a narrative of
totality, narratives of progress and perfectability are wielded by Modernist institutions to
legitimatize abstract projects and concepts (Hopkins 2000). The Modernist movement infused
the grand narratives of Western philosophy, built upon ideals of “goodness,” with the economic
machine of post-war capitalism, creating a rhetorical strategy inextricably tied to colonialism
(Hopkins 2000). The postwar economy was marked by phenomena including monopoly, longterm labor contracts, centralized industrial output, and domestic accumulation of capital, each of
which would eventually reach obsolescence or extinction in the post-Fordist economic landscape
(Daskalakis et al. 2001). This economic model, which enabled the proliferation of social and
aesthetic Modernism, would enable a range of twentieth century projects founded upon ideals of
progress, perfectability, and totality.
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Following Ian McHarg’s 1969 publication of Design With Nature, notions of progress
and perfectability, as applied to ecosystems and planning, assumed a role of ideological
governance over the discipline of landscape architecture. Though understood as an ideological
and stylistic departure from Modernism within the discipline of landscape architecture (Baird
and Sczcgiel 2007), McHarg’s theories of ecological determinism remain rooted in abstract
notions of progress and perfectability as applied to ecosystems and human settlement.
McHargian Analysis, premised upon ecological determinism and the ecosystem inventory,
creates a linear system for progress and problem solving within rhizomatous ecosystems that are
non-hierarchical, impossibly complex, and constantly in flux. Though premised upon attention to
ecological progress and interrelationships (Spirn Forthcoming), McHarg’s methodologies were
constructed about the ambition of attributing value within a science with no hierarchies of time
or scale, and editing or abstracting landscape ecology to a temporarily inert and unchanging state
for the sake of problem solving (McHarg 1966). The end to McHargian Analysis and fixed
landscape intervention is a Modernist stable state; these inventories and methodologies suggest a
potentiality for equilibrium that contradicts the science of ecology they seek to ameliorate.
The Modernist ideals of progress and perfectability, deeply entrenched in the
methodologies and ambitions of landscape architecture, ultimately provide dangerous impetus
for projects that catalyze colonial landscape tactics to expand cultural homogeneity and political
hegemony. The “greening” that McHarg and Spirn advocate as a remedy for urbanization is a
contemporary correlate to colonial planting measures employed to “naturalize and legitimatize”
the expansion political power (Peckham 2014). From Hong Kong to Burma, the inherent
“goodness” of planting and afforestation systematically erased certain narratives and ecologies,
constantly marginalizing certain themes to prioritize others (Bryant 1996). Parallel case studies
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can be found across Modern New York City, where the construction of Central Park in the 1850s
involved the displacement of Manhattan’s first permanent community of African American
property owners at Seneca Village (Martin 1997). The placement of urban park projects
consistently involves the seizure of private property under eminent domain, conspicuously
favoring the affluent white community.

Discipline for Discipline’s Sake
Attached to cultural Modernism is the notion of advocating aesthetic purity, premised
that each “art” (painting, building, garden, beyond) should be distilled and abstracted from other
“arts” so that each practice would become increasingly professionalized and critical, albeit selfreferential (Hopkins 2000). Art critic Clement Greenberg, champion of American Modernism,
strongly advocated the distillation and separation of each art from all others, creating an
intellectual climate in which a painting was only a painting and could only be critiqued by
painters. Similarly, American landscape architects throughout the twentieth century would rarely
question the underlying assumptions of their discipline, increasing barriers to entry as a means of
advocating their profession. Perhaps owing to the profession’s development in the shadow of
architecture, the intentional insularity of landscape architecture as it sought identity and
autonomy would limit the scope of work within the purview of the landscape architect and also
the way that landscape architects were able to imagine and strategize for public space. Through
this defensive tactic, landscape architecture became an extension of the Modernist conversation
where the park could only be critiqued or considered by landscape architects, who would
subsequently only critique or consider works of landscape architecture.
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Greenberg and his contemporary Michael Fried expanded this argument for aesthetic
purity to argue that works of art and design should function autonomously, without reliance upon
anthropomorphic presence (Hopkins 2000). From their perspective, reliance upon the role of the
spectator meant an amalgamation of the first art (in this instance, painting) with an art of
performance or theater. A curiously parallel tactic is deployed in certain contemporary works of
stylized landscape architecture, where graphic aerial imagery is inscribed upon the earth and
functions aesthetically without the human or the animal—the very ecological agents the works
claim to engage. Any plan drawing with a fixed spatial proposition is testament to this. Teardrop
Park, Michael van Valkenburgh’s notoriously high-budget landscape for Manhattan’s Battery
City community, presents a decadent composition of stones, paths, and plantings. But the
design’s visual success in the absence of human or animal presence advances critique against
landscape architecture as a culturally Modernist discipline. Van Valkenburgh’s exquisite
attention to formal detail becomes as self-referential and stylistically dated as Pollock’s splatters
and de Kooning’s marks.
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LANDSCAPE URBANISM and POST MODERNITY
This reading of the professionalization of landscape architecture as a Modernist exercise
in city-fixing lends itself towards recontextualizing contemporary offshoot disciplines within the
same art historical framework. Within this lens, the landscape urbanism movement, born of a
1997 exhibition by Waldheim and Mostafavi, becomes an organized attempt to assimilate the
dispersed capital, pluralist dialogues, and situational indeterminacy of Postmodernism into a new
operative method for landscape architects (Waldheim 2012). While the landscape urbanism
movement has been described as responding to the conditions of Postmodernism,
contemporaneous with other factors, including urban decentralization and post-industrial
economic structure (Waldheim 2012), the organization and articulation of landscape urbanism
should be understood as being disciplinarily birthed of cultural Postmodernism in the same
regard that landscape architecture proliferated under the Modernist umbrella. This framework
encourages a reconsideration of the successes and failures of landscape urbanism so far, and
postures new considerations for how the discipline(s) might continue to evolve in the future.

Evolved Definitions
The Modernism movement was famously declared dead with the demise of the Pruitt
Igoe housing scheme in 1972 (Jencks 1997), representing a demise of functionalist form that
would be replaced by cross-fertilization of cultural and historical styles, as well as pluralist
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ideological arguments (Hopkins 2000). Even further eluding central definitive foci than did
Modernity, the dawn of Postmodernism would represent not so much a stylistic rebirth as it
would a rejection of tenants previously accepted as truths. Building a definition of cultural
Postmodernism to support an evolved understanding of landscape urbanism emphasizes certain
themes in the Postmodern condition. The culture of Postmodernity is responsive to post-Fordist
conditions of dispersed global capital, distrustive of the Modernist cult of originality, and
contextualized within a greater Structuralist demise of authorial agency. As postwar economic
conditions in Europe and America began to decline in 1973, the Fordist economic climate would
rapidly yield to short-term economic contracts, outsourcing of plants and industrial output, and
increased mobility of an increasingly globalized capital (Hopkins 2000). Destabilization of the
Modernist cult of originality, or the obsession with authenticity and creative thought, was
manifested in a rapidly rising wariness towards the enigmatic Modernist mark, emblemized in
drip paintings of Jackson Pollock (Hopkins 2000). The shifts in cultural values, economic
climate, and the very definitions of art and design catalyzed an increasing distrust of the artistauthor as a godlike figure, and an increased attention to observation as opposed to obsession with
authenticity. Authorial and artistic agency was witnessing a greater demise following the cultural
destabilization of belief in a fundamental and fixed human nature (Barthes 1967), leading to an
evolved understanding of the work of art not as a message from god but as a collage of various
and disparate thoughts, none of them completely original.
Each of these shifts would have obvious and dramatic effects upon the condition of the
Euro-American landscape and the methodologies by which intervention was considered.
Complex in definition and continuously evolving in scope of practice, landscape urbanism
represents not only an intellectualized departure beyond landscape architecture, but a synergetic
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interdisciplinary integration of various building and planning professions. It is more spatial than
contemporary trends in planning, but rejects the object-centered focus of architecture and the
increasingly “ecological” foundations of landscape architecture (Raxworthy 2016). Not yet
exhaustively articulated or defined, especially insofar as on-the-ground design and
implementation are concerned (Raxworthy 2016), working landscape urbanism manifestos have
pitched dozens of methodologies and techniques by which the movement intellectualizes and
advances itself beyond landscape architecture.
To critique the movement as a contemporary, professionalized embrace of cultural
Postmodernism, and an attempt by landscape architects to shrug modernist assumptions, these
various tenants of landscape urbanism can be distilled into four umbrella categories. Perhaps
most fundamentally, landscape—be it green, grey, blue, or beyond—“replaces architecture as the
basic building block of contemporary urbanism,” and thus the city-landscape binary is rejected as
cities expand outwards physically, socially, economically, and industrially (Waldheim 2012).
The rejection of landscape as separate from city informs a greater disciplinary rejection of
pastoral landscape aesthetic as “irrelevant in the face of global urbanization” (Waldheim 2012), a
contemporary redefinition of ecology to include cities as much as forests, bacteria as much as
mammals. The movement shrugs formalism and aesthetic for attention to how spaces perform
and evolve (Thompson 2012), concerned equally as much with diagrams and maps of the
landscape as with built works of landscape (Corner 2012). The landscape becomes a
performance space for a diverse and unpredictable sequence of urban players, and the
indeterminate future of a space becomes controlled by factors outside the control of the architect.
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The City After Ford
The catalyst for cultural Postmodernism was shifting economic fortunes for America and
Western Europe in the mid-1970s. As Modernism was linked to monopoly, centralized industrial
output, and cultural imperialism, Postmodernism became annexed from these conditions via
rapid production declines and international work outsourcing by American auto and
manufacturing industries. Ideologically speaking, institutions and businesses became concerned
with a diversity of interests and concerns, as opposed to working towards totalitarian ends and
ideals of progress (Lyotard 1984). On the ground, the dispersal and outsourcing of labor would
leave sprawling cities of single-story sheds, vestiges from the Modernist days of the assembly
line and city-as-machine (Shane 2012). A more complex metabolism for the city is introduced,
guided by unplanned episodes of urban succession. The Postmodern condition of the city
(differentiated from a Postmodernist approach to city-making) therefore becomes an endless
sprawl with cosmetically differentiated episodes and enclaves (Shane 2012).
The landscape urbanism movement acts as a response to the Postmodern condition of the
city and pitches a Postmodernist set of strategies for more adequately addressing these
conditions. The manifesto first addresses post-Fordist economy by proposing an erasure of the
landscape-urban dichotomy (Thompson 2012), an imaginary binary by which we have imagined
the city as inhuman jungles of concrete and landscape as pastoral gardens of respite. As the city
sprawls outwards in response to the rise of automobile ownership, decentralization of capital and
labor, and an increasingly mobile labor force, landscape—the horizontal planes that connect
every urban episode—becomes the basic unit by which we understand its existence. This
landscape is as often grey as it is green or blue; it is a contiguous fabric by which the city is
understood and studied. The pastoral aesthetic that guided landscape intervention for centuries
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becomes “naïve or irrelevant in the face of global urbanization” (Waldheim 2012), and the media
is studied with a more indeterminate sensibility in regards to how it might change cities. The new
city, where factories are left vacant as industry moves overseas and neighborhoods transform
overnight, metabolizes with a complexity far greater than the city that only develops upwards or
out. A complex successional dialogue is introduced between hardscape, buildings, infrastructure,
and landscape media that renders the fetishization of the pastoral landscape or wilderness
irrelevant and dated.
Landscape urbanist rejection of pastoral landscape aesthetic evolves equally from
sophisticated modeling and understanding of urban ecology. The ecosystem becomes stage for
an enormous number of transient interactions, played out across an equally enormous number of
scales. Fleeting conversations between passersby on the train become as legitimate as the
procreation of large mammals in the forest; the bacterial colonization of a city’s underground
carries as much weight as the protection of marine habitat. Within this infinite realm of exchange
there is only transience and change. Remarks landscape urbanist Adrian Geuze in New York
City, “you can hear a million insects…you think, Wow, you are in the jungle” (Lange 2016). The
movement thus proposes an advancement beyond Modernist propositions of ecological progress,
professed and professionalized by McHarg and his contemporaries in the 1960s. The notion of
ecological progress is dismissed, as is the tradition of granting certain typologies of ecological
interaction preference over others.
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Performance and Indeterminacy
Abandonment of the modernist “Cult of Authenticity” (Hopkins 2000) was emblematized
by a rising distrust of the Modernist mark in painting. The hyper-masculine abstract
expressionists, led by Pollock and de Kooning, had built an American Modern identity in
painting, embodied in massive canvases saturated with performative gestures and unapologetic
marks. The artists were stylized manifestations of the caricature of the “Modern Man,”
emblematic of post-war America: a man who was a fundamentally irrational, alienated individual
in a “frightening but free world” (Hopkins 2000). The rise of Postmodernism would be built
upon the rise of French Structuralism, a movement built upon thinkers from Barthes to Foucault
to Derrida who would disprove the notion of a unified “core” to human subjectivity in the 1960s
(Hopkins 2000). In a newly understood space where no writing or mark is entirely original, but
rather a variety of disparate themes and ideas blend, collage, and clash, the masculine marks of
the Abstract Expressionists would be distrusted or even resented (Hopkins 2000). In
Lichtenstein’s Big Painting VI of 1965, the artist would mock the stature and meaning of the
expressionist mark in his iconic comic book style. The work, emblematic of discussions in
painting, philosophy, and psychology of the 1960s, decried the abstract expressionist brushstroke
a two-dimensional caricature of the complexity of human experience.
The performative style of Modern America is countered by aesthetically receptive works
of Postmodernism, which counter or deny the Modernist statement of authorial presence. The
dichotomy between performative, gestural style in Modern painting and conceptually
indeterminate works of Postmodernism is manifested in works of two American artists, Pollock
and Rauschenberg, between 1947 and 1951. Pollock’s Full Fathom Five, among the earlier of
the artist’s iconic drip paintings, presents a massive field of active color, implying an artist-
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author more concerned with performative and unapologetic gesture than with making
contemplative judgements about composition or content. Rauschenberg’s White Paintings of just
four years later present three staunchly white canvases upon which the viewer or audience
projects meaning or depth, a passive opposite to Pollock’s dogmatic fields of color. The white
canvases were ascribed meaning by the viewer as opposed to prescribing experiences or images,
proposing that experience could be indeterminate and outside the control of the artist-author as
opposed to sought from within the art object.
A correlate to the dogmatic Modernist paintings is found in formalist works of landscape
architecture in which the patterning of plant media and hardscapes is granted preferential weight
over how the design operates and performs in the social, economic, and political fabrics of the
contemporary city. Rauschenberg’s White Paintings thus become a correlate to the landscape
urbanist calling for receptive works of infrastructure and performance, which stage “the ground
for both uncertainty and promise” and where “traces of people provisionally stage a site in
different ways at different times for various programmatic events” (Corner 2012).
Rauschenberg’s White Paintings, proto-Postmodern precedent to the movement that would gain
momentum over the coming decades, cleverly twist the gesture of “performance” so that it is
accomplished by the viewer as opposed to the painter. Waldheim and Corner propose a similar
inversion of the Modernist tactic of design imagination, in which the author-artist-designer no
longer simply imagines on a sheet of paper but rather collaborates, imagines, and projects with
the public onto prepared landscape space.
In each case, presentation perverts authenticity and dilutes opportunity. Rauschenberg’s
White Paintings were limited to the insular and sterile confines of the gallery. Prepared grounds
of landscape urbanism are monitored by surveillance and police, and are restricted from spatial
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transformation or succession via length mandates of public process. French conceptualist Daniel
Buren moved his paintings out of the gallery and onto the backs of pedestrians in 1968, at which
point they became vulnerable and even invisible in the context of the city (Hopkins 2000).
Landscape urbanist works perform with a similar delicacy: they operate in a bureaucratic context
of sterilized urban spaces which only achieve legitimate change after long public process and
carefully measured drawing.
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REJECTING MODERNITY: BEYOND LANDSCAPE URBANISM
The construction of parallels between cultural postmodernism and the landscape
urbanism manifesto is as much pragmatic as it is problematic. It begs a series of questions for the
continued development of landscape urbanism. What comes next? Is Modernism truly dead in
Postmodernism, or is it simply reiterated? If Rauschenberg painted his whites in 1951, why are
landscape urbanists only finally proposing a parallel movement in urban design half a century
later?
The landscape urbanism movement fields a regular and increasingly predictable set of
critiques from allied disciplines including landscape architecture and planning. As of yet,
landscape urbanism maintains a relatively low portfolio of built work, and many argue that built
works of landscape urbanism are hardly discernable from landscape architecture projects
(Raxworthy 2016). Central Park, the seminal exemplar of landscape architecture, becomes a
landscape urbanist exercise when examined through its impact on adjacent real estate markets.
Critique leveraged against the movement also remarks that the Landscape Urbanist rejection of
formal aesthetic in favor of landscape “performance” has been transformed into a landscape
urbanist “aesthetic of performance” (Raxworthy 2016), reducing the movement to a
contemporary trend in landscape aesthetic. Perhaps the most significant critique of all notes that
all built projects of landscape urbanism still operate within given sites that are demarcated by
land tenure (Raxworthy 2016), and are thus unable to transform social, economic, or ecological
processes of the city at a scale beyond the site. In the American city form mobilizes ecology, and
thus, insofar as landscapes remain permanent works of site infrastructure, no spontaneous or
non-authorial ecological change is affected.
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In an effort to look beyond landscape urbanism, and to further annex the movement from
the Modernist project, critiques against landscape urbanism amalgamate with art historical
counter-tactics against Modernism including the bodily, the readymade, and the aesthetically
hybrid. New questions are proposed which reject the professionalized cult of landscape
architecture and mobilize its skills through contemporary technologies and non-traditional
strategies. What happens when we remove works of landscape architecture or urbanism from the
institutional settings which foster, yet pervert, their success? What does the world begin to look
like when landscape architects design armatures or tools or machines instead of city plans and
built works?

Embracing the Uncanny
Landscape architecture and urbanism alike reiterate the minimalist legacy in sculpture
that designers can effectively engage space without embracing the physicality of their medium.
Donald Judd’s industrially manufactured sculptures of the late 1960s were fabricated by
“workmen at factories” according to measured drawings and specifications, carefully achieving
preconceived visual effects (Hopkins 2000). Works of architecture and landscape architecture
have historically been limited by a parallel working method, in which the building or park is
drawn on paper in plan and section and then implemented in time-based media with no material
relation to the paper or pencil.
Landscape urbanism proposes an organized shift away from the traditional landscape
architecture drawing, proposing complex diagrams that embrace time and change as an
alternative to drawings of static landscapes in plan or section. Embracing contemporary drawing
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technologies, the landscape urbanists beg designers to constantly draw on a hybrid plane where
“algebraic, digital space” amalgamates with “paint, clay, and ink” (Corner 2012). Yet for all the
discussion of aesthetically hybridized drawings, nowhere do the landscape urbanists propose
engaging concretes, asphalts, plants, or soils in their imagination process. Instead, they propose a
step forward that remains restricted to drawing media instead of more imaginatively engaging
landscape media.
Perhaps the most iconic vision of this new, more genuinely hybrid style of design
imagination is exemplified by Dutch gardener Piet Oudolf. Achieving increased international
attention for his planting design on New York’s Highline, Oudolf has received accolades from
the landscape urbanists for accepting the flower as a successional medium that grows and dies.
As remarks Waldheim, Oudolf “has gotten away from the soft pornography of the flower…He’s
interested in the life cycle, how plant material ages over the course of the year” (McGrane 2008).
And yet Oudolf himself remains entirely separate from the Landscape Urbanism movement,
preferring his own working methodologies performed from his private garden in the Netherlands.
Here, Oudolf attains a familiarity with his medium that is unrivaled by the landscape urbanists,
enabling him to imagine rich compositions that perform as strategically in life as they do in
death. He builds upon a legacy that is more closely related to artists from Ana Mendieta to
Robert Smithson than to the landscape urbanists with whom he collaborates. And yet, for all
their adoration of his work, the landscape urbanists continue to refrain from fabricating,
hybridizing, or coalescing with the soil in the laboratory- or landscape-based space.
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The [Ongoing] Death of the Author
The rise of Postmodernism was tied to the rise of French Structuralism (Hopkins 2000),
predicted upon the disproof of a unified, unchanging center to human subjectivity and
experience. In a newly understood space where ideas are collaged together instead of appearing
without precedent, a spectator completes (or even makes) a work instead of simply witnessing its
composition (Hopkins 2000), as had been exemplified in Rauschenberg’s White Paintings. Nonautographic modes of artistic production were coming into style replacing a tradition of artistgods and their canvases (Hopkins 2000), advocated by artists including Rauschenberg and Klein.
The consequences of this movement would not be echoed in works of architecture and landscape
architecture until very recently, and continue to remain constricted by operative methods and by
capitalist land tenure.
The most acclaimed works of landscape urbanism remain horizontal planes of massive
landscape infrastructure, from OMA’s Parc La Villette to Field Operation’s Fresh Kills Landfill.
At best, they are difficult to discern from works of landscape architecture (Raxworthy 2016). To
the lay person they are perhaps the same, imagined with the same media and implemented
through the same time-intensive processes. Though heralding “open-endedness, indeterminacy,
and change” (Waldheim 2012), landscape urbanism fails to genuinely abandon the autographic
mode of production that has defined the building professions for centuries. Inevitably, city
delineates site, designer imagines space, and the two collaborate with engineers and construction
administration to build a fixed work that will be maintained by some public-private partnership.
Though landscape urbanists ambitiously proclaim the opposite, form mobilizes ecology in a
discipline spatially tied to capital, property, and land tenure.
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Insofar as landscape urbanists remain fixated on completing works of permanent
landscape space in planned cities and capitalist economies, their working methods remain
autographic. The successional processes they claim to foster remain a premeditated farce, unable
to compete spatially with property boundaries or planned urban program. A contemporary outlier
to this problematic conundrum is detailed in SCAPE Studio’s Living Breakwaters, a winning
entry to New York City’s Rebuild By Design project for climate resiliency strategies after
Hurricane Sandy. Strategic in nature, SCAPE imagines infrastructure resiliency strategies built
into the sea floor, where design implementation, less strictly bound by property delineations, will
inherently be more adaptive to large-scale ecological change. The proposal moves beyond
planning strategy and infrastructure implementation to engineer concrete units deployed on site
to create armatures for new landscape growth and change. The design becomes foremost a
statement of change: how these armatures will support growth or foster habitat remains
aesthetically indeterminate. Moreover, it ceases to work strictly within the professional confines
of architecture-landscape architecture and gravitates towards industrial design or environmental
engineering, creating a situation in which the audience deploys a tool, designed by the landscape
architect but not spatially bound to the drawings or vision of a single designer-in-charge.

Obliterating the Operative Method
Landscape urbanists must continue to reject the notion that their scope of work is limited
to strategic diagrams, grading plans, and planting details. Configured into a system of land
tenure, these strategies are limited in their capacity to effect spontaneous or legitimate change, or
to effectively configure into the rapid metabolism of the contemporary city. The operative
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method of implementation, which entails a time-intensive collaborative process with city groups
and planning agencies, is annexed to impossible notions of progress and permanence. Its
abandonment means a broadening of the imaginative potential for works of landscape urbanism.
This begins with a continued obliteration of the notion of ecological progress. Though the
movement rejects the legitimacy of pastoral landscape aesthetic in the twenty-first century,
especially as an opposite to the city, imagery advocating progress continues to configure into
landscape urbanism proposals for American public parks projects. Exemplified on the High Line
or at Governors Island, landscape will remain green insofar as its implementation is bound by the
conservative logics of parks departments and cities. Progress-based imagery reduces landscape
urbanist works to Modernist projects, while their proposed swaths of planting in Manhattan
effect virtually no landscape change at the regional scale. Progress is specifically annexed to
entropy, or the process by which the ordered system will eventually see its own undoing.
Progress is an impossibility, a promise touted by the bourgeois elite to sedate the masses and
maintain social hierarchy.
If the operative method for urban change means collaboration with hegemonous city
groups and officials, landscape urbanism should become the first contemporary building practice
to look for methods of urban change that can be deployed, built, and unbuilt on-the-ground with
unprecedented speed. An opportunity arises in the diverse training of architects and landscape
architects to design projects that are not necessarily tied to massive works of autographic
permanence. Landscape urbanists should design machines, products, posters, clothing, and
beyond that circulate with unplanned agency and unprecedented speed. At Schouwburgplein in
Rotterdam, West 8 received a commission to design a plaza and instead designed an interactive
machine to light the space in new and unusual ways. Through machinery, furniture, clothes,
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posters, and beyond, Landscape Urbanists can effect a more critical and rapid change upon the
contemporary city than with massive drawings for permanent works of urban infrastructure.
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LOOKING EAST: LANDSCAPES of the PEARL RIVER DELTA

The subsequent design project, geo-located within China’s Pearl River Delta, distills
design ideas suggested in Part III (“Rejecting Modernity”) and deploys them through on-theground building strategies.
The authorial agency traditionally exhibited by the designer is surrendered to the 1.4
billion citizens of China (Population.City 2015), who are given tools to draw upon their own
landscape in physical space with fabrics, stencils, and machines.
The landscape architect uses the tools with which it is trained, including design
imagination, digital modeling, and representation, to design systems besides permanent
landscape infrastructures. Instead of building anew, the monotonous infinitude and constricting
spaces of the Chinese megacity are interrupted and redefined.

City Ritual [Project Text]
Paranoia is impossible! Anxiety is everything!
The 1.4 billion people of contemporary China (Population.City 2015) have been reduced
to an imaginary OTHER by the west. Their building and manufacturing and fabrics and politics
are decried by our president-elect as our opposite. When we discard our trash, we send it away to
avoid meditating on the disgusting pool of space it occupies, the portal to hell circling endlessly
in the Pacific. We perform the same theatrical round-about with the Chinese products and
politics we consume: the streets and warehouses and shipyards from which they emerge become
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OTHER so as to avoid looking our reflection in the mirror. We have defined China as our
opposite but have failed to successfully define what it is.
The megacity is a fascinating maze of one hundred million inhabitants. The megacity is a
tropical playground of tree-lined boulevards overgrown with vines and flowers. The megacity is
broad sidewalks traversing grids of palms. The megacity is fifteen lane road intersections
traversed by claustrophobic pedestrian tunnels. The megacity is spatial highway residue:
underpasses and broad shoulders and expansive medians. The megacity is an endless skyline
marching on for hundreds of kilometers with no beginning middle or end, penetrating the
relentless grey of the sky.
Architects love to talk about China. “This type of project is built in China. This is the
type of office that builds in China. This is what gets built by Chinese development companies.”
In 2002 a team from Harvard led by Rem Koolhaas published The Great Leap Forward,
describing the social, economic, and political conditions enabling the current built environment
of the Pearl River Delta, the agglomeration of nine cities with a population of over sixty million
in Southern China (Population.China 2015). Others from American and Asian Universities
including Stefan Al and Jonathan Back and Winnie Wong continue to alphabetize and categorize
and describe and project, but no one publishes perspectives and photographs describing and
defining what these spaces look and feel like.
The megacity is the obliteration of the human scale in urban city-making. The megacity
is schizophrenic patterns of human spatial occupation. The megacity is the systematic and
intentional terminus of urban wayfinding.
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Regarding the Enclosed Images
Part I presents a uniform celebrating the loss of identity and the end of autonomy, a
mimicry of and response to the architectural conditions of the megacity. Perhaps these clothes
are a part of the branding strategy for a new urban district or park. Or perhaps they are
distributed and sold underground to citizens pining to resist. The people do as they are begged by
their city governments: they normalize. Uniform. Assimilate. Blend in. Do as they are asked.
Disappear. Accept. Mobilize. Resist.
Part II presents five series of photographs in which a uniformed figure traverses the
empty cityscape. These series become an architectural record and catalogue, a response to the
dearth of perspectival photography published in recent architectural studies on China. They are
an encyclopedia of the spaces that any solitary figure traverses as it explores the new Chinese
city. Spaces of control, conveyance, partition, aperture, and institution. Uniformed figures are
placed in each photograph to identify human scale. The use of repetition emphasizes fiction:
humans do not actually occupy these landscape spaces.
Regarding the aforementioned empty landscapes, China feels defined by the anxious
throttle from everything to nothing, from screams to silence. Malls teeming with tens of
thousands are succeeded by empty sidewalks and plazas and squares. A metro station saturated
with hundreds is succeeded by a vacant urban park. Thousands of school children scream
through the ports of entry but disappear on the other side.
In part III, design intervention imagines deployable, interlocking architectures that reach
into and edit the spaces of the megacity. These machinic units mediate and negotiate between the
scale of the body and the scale of the contemporary city. The triangle becomes a base unit with
which anyone can build and unbuild in actual time and space, empowering citizens to draw and
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imagine their own spaces within the sterilized and constraining city. Each three-foot equilateral
triangle was parametrically modeled using digital algorithms. Instead of building a new, we
draw, revise, and resist.
Assembled and disassembled in situ, these machinese become shelters, canvases,
furnitures, barricades, partitions, planted walls, landform armatures, and landscape
infrastructures.
In the city that was built by the government over the last twenty years, every citizen is a
voyeur. In a country where millennia-old culture was systematically obliterated over the last
century, an uncertainty lingers regarding urban space and how to use it. This project empowers
people to resist and revise, to draw and to imagine. To make space as recreation and necessity
instead of as a divisive control mechanism. To draw their own urban identity.
In architectural renderings, five selected sites describe the conditions of the megacity in
the Pearl River Delta. Shipai Village, Guangzhou, represents one of the thousands of farming
collectives that preceded megacity construction. Hundreds of such spaces dot the Pearl River
Delta, the contemporary cities having grown around them over the last thirty years (Bach 2010).
They are a landscape vernacular, in which the sky is obscured and narrow roads become an
unending urban labyrinth. These self-sustaining architectural entities are the antithesis of the
megacity; residents wayfind through spatial memory. Criticized as lawless by the government,
they are continuously demolished and built above (Bach 2010).
New South China Mall, Dongguan represents the largest mall in the world in terms of
leasable space, occupying five million square feet (Nylander 2015). Over 90% vacant, the spaces
represent a colossal investment miscalculation and failure on behalf of the city government. The
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future of these ecologically sterile construction spaces is confused and uncertain; installation
drawings imagine them collaged with architectural media creating new ecological armatures.
Shenzhen South Railway Yards is one of dozens of high speed rail termini connecting the
cities of the Pearl River Delta with unprecedented speed and access. By 2015, every city in the
Pearl River Delta will be accessible within one hour of one another (Time Out Hong Kong
2016). The Chinese construction of massive transportation infrastructure works consistently
yields equally massive forgotten landscape aftermath, which is reconfigured via new ground
planes, partitions, and shelters.
Tin Shui Wai New City in Hong Kong is predominately occupied by immigrant mainland
Chinese, who are granted visas during the fifty-year handover of Hong Kong to the People’s
Republic of China (Ng 2013). A relentless march of architecturally identical residential towers,
the New City is a surreal collage of pastel facades emerging from the green carpet of Hong
Kong’s New Territories.
At the Shenzhen Civic Center, acres of empty, sterilized concrete surfaces
unapologetically display state power and impose a surreal sense of vertigo at the heart of the city.
Completed in 2004, the civic landscape is enigmatic and iconic albeit nearly completely vacant
and entirely spatially uncomfortable.
In part IV, a stencil depicts the alien planning language of a new Shenzhen Central
Business District. Traced above layers of canvas, hair, tape, and thread, the work describes the
ongoing processes of city-making undertaken by the People’s Republic of China. Anxiety and
erasure abound.
Perhaps the stenciling process is a branding project for a new park, creating a symbolic
glyph. Or perhaps the graffiti image suggests a process of resistance, an on-the-ground
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methodology for augmenting urban wayfinding. Disseminate stencils. Understand the spaces of
the megacity. Create wayfinding strategies. Draw on everything.
Take your city back.
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Figure 02. Sketchbook studies from Hong Kong and Shenzhen.
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Figure 03. A uniform celebrating the loss of identity and autonomy as a bodily response to the architecture of
the megacity.
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In translating motifs of modularity and sameness to the scale of the body, the uniform becomes a tool to
disguise, disappear, mobilize, and resist.
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Figure 04. Urban architectural inventory of spaces of control, propaganda, and surveillance from the Pearl
River Delta.
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Figure 05. Urban architectural inventory of spaces of conveyance from the Pearl River Delta: highway and
road underpasses, shoulders, medians, and the leftover space that each occupies.
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Figure 06. Urban architectural inventory of civic interiors including metro stations, civic buildings, and road
underpasses from the Pearl River Delta. Architectures that actively control how the body moves through the
city.
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Figure 07. Landscape apertures from the Pearl River Delta. Interstices the accidental spatial aftermath from
megacity construction.
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Figure 08. Spaces of partition from the Pearl River Delta. The most intentional points of entry into the
megactiy.
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Figure 09. Design drawing conceiving of machinic landscape intervention, a deployable response to the
spatial conditions of the contemporary megacity.
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Figure 10. Concept diagram illustrating the spatial interruption of typical megacity construction.
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Figure 11. Construction details illustrating assembly of armature units, parametrically designed using digital
algorhythms.
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Figure 12. Design details from Grasshopper scripts.
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Figure 13. Design illustrations diagramming how machinic units become armatures for new landscapes and
infrastructures.
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Figure 14. Drawing from life, Shipai Urban Village, Guangzhou. Hundreds of similar villages dot the Pearl
River Delta, the spatial precedent and antithesis to the contemporary megacity.
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Figure 15. Design illustration imagining deployable units collaged into the urban village to complicate space, a
tool of resistence.
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Figure 16. Drawing from life, New South China Mall, Dongguan. The second largest mall in the world,
the retail property of NSCM is over 90% vacant. Spatially it represents a government-driven real estate
investment gone hopelessly awry.
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Figure 17. Design illustration imagining deployable units collaged into the vacant mall. These units might
become barricades, planted walls, or simply catalysts for a new architectural metabolism.
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Figure 18. Drawing from life, Shenzhen South Railway Yard. The massive construction of transportation
infrastructure consistently yields equally massive forgotten landscape aftermath, vacant spaces awaiting
animation.
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Figure 19. Design illustration imagining deployable units collaged into the railway overpass. Machinic units
animate space, create new groundplane, and act as spatial tools of resistence.
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Figure 20. Design illustration imagining a necklace of deployable units at Tin Shui Wai New City, Hong Kong.
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Figure 21. Design illustration imagining a field of deployable units at the Shenzhen Civic Center.
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Figure 22. A graffiti stencil, mapping the alien language of Shenzhen’s new Central Business District,
becomes a deployable tool for on-the-ground urban wayfinding.
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Figure 23. The stencil is mapped onto a surface of paint, thread, drywall, and hair, emulating and abstracting
the processes of erasure and anxiety that have driven the construction of the megacities over the last two
decades.
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Figure 22. A graffiti stencil, mapping the alien language of Shenzhen’s new Central Business District,
becomes a deployable tool for on-the-ground urban wayfinding.
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Figure 24. Installation details from Woskob Family Gallery. All work was printed onto transparent film and
collaged with spraypaint, thread, and paper.
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